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GENERAL
ORDER
(Supersedes General

No. 62
Order No. 39j

Railroad Commission of the State of California
IN THE MA’JTER OF THE CONSTRUCTION
AND OPERATION
AND COMMUNICATION
LINBJS FOR THE PREVENTION
GATION
OF INDUCTIVE
INTERFERPINCE.
(Approved
Rule II(b)

July 3.1918. Effective

August

OF POWER
OR MITI-

1, 1918)

amended May 13,1947, Resolution No. U-233. Decision
Aug. 4, 1964 in Application
No. 46332 added Rule I(a)

No. 61643 dated
(3).

It 6 hereby ordwed, that the following rules to govern the construction and operation of power and communication lines, subject to the
jurisdiction of this Commission, in so far as that construction or
operation applies to the prevention or mitigation of inductive interference, as hereinafter stated, be adopted and effective August 1, 1918.
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DEFINITIONS
Certain technical terms are employed herein in the sensesset forth
the following detiitions :

1. Class H Power Circuit

The term “Class H Power Circuit” means any overhead open-wire constantpotential-alternating-current
power transmission or distribution circuit or electrically
connected network which has 5000 volts or more between any two conductors or
2900 volts or more between any conductor and ground: except railway trolley circuits and feeders electrically connected therewith.
2, Electrically

Connected

The term “ElectricalIy
Connected” means connected by a conducting path or
through a condenser, ,as distinguished from connection merely through magnetic
induction.
8. Signal

Circuit

The term “Signal Circuit” means any telephone, telegraph, messenger call, clock,
fire, police alarm or other circuit of similar nature used exclusively for the transmission of signals or intelligence, which operates at less than 400 volts to ground,
or 750 volts between any two points of the circuit, provided that if the voltage
exceeds 150, the power transmitted shall not exceed 150 watts.
4. Communication

Circuit

The term “Communication Circuit” means any overhead open-wide signal circuit,
except that, if such circuit be a telephone circuit, it is limited to inter-exchange
metallic telephone circuits and to metallic telephone circuits operated by a railroad
or other company for dispatching purposes, or for public use between separate
communities.
6. Line

The term “Line” means any circuit or aggregation of circuits carried on poles or
towers, and includes the supporting elements.
6. Parallel

The term “Parallel” means a condition where a Class R power circuit and a
communication circuit follow substantially the same course or are otherwise in
proximity for a sufficient distance so that the power circuit is liable to create inductive interference in tbe communication circuit.

-3With some parallels interference occurs only at times of abnormal conditions on
the Dower circuit in which case such of these rules as affect induction only under
normal operating conditions do not apply. When the application of any rule is thus
reatrlcted, the condition under which the rule applies is referred to as a “normal”
parallel. 7. Configuration

The term “Con5guration” means the geometrical arrangement of a circuit or cir;
cuits, including the size of the wires, and their relative positions with respect to one
another and earth.
8. Tranepodtion

The term “Transposition” denotes an interchange of ‘position of the conductors of
a circuit between successive lengths thereof.
9. Diecontinuity

The term “‘Discontinuity” means any abrupt change in the relative positions of
a power and a communication circuit, or any abrupt change in configuration, line
impedence or load along either such circuit (including such changes due to connected
circuits, transformers, cables, loading coils or other apparatus) which materially
affects the magnitude or phase of the induced voltages or currents per unit length
or the capacitances of either circuit. Transpositions, however, are not considered to
be discontinuitiea.
10. Barrel

The term 44Barrel’P means an arrangement of a section of power circuit within
which each conductor occupies each of the conductor positions for such distances as
will result in a maximum degree of balance.
11. Co-ordination

-

The term “Co-ordination”
transpositions in power and
ciently located, with respect
the inductive effeeta on the
12. Balanced

and Residual

as applied to transposition systems means that the
communication circuits involved in a parallel are effito each other and to the discontinuities, for reducing
communication circuits.

Voltagee

The voltages to grouted of the several wires of a power circuit are divided for convenience into two classes of components, “balanced” and “residual.”
The “balanced voltages” are those components which are equal in magnitude and
have such phase relations that their algebraic sum is zero at every instant.
The remaining components of the voltages to ground, which exist under conditions
other than perfect balance, are termed “residual. ” They are equivalent to a singlephase voltage impressed between the power wires in multiple and ground. The
sum of the residual components is termed the “residual voltage” of the circuit. In
case of a three-nhase circuit it is three times the equivalent single-phase voltage
mentioned above,
Mathematically expressed, the residual voltage is the vector sum of the voltages to
ground of the several wires of a power circnit, while the balanced voltzgea are those
components whose vector sum is zero.
1s. Balanced

--

and Residual

Currenta

The currenta in the several wires of a power circuit are divided for convenience
into two classes of components, %alanced’* an1 %esidual.”
The “balanced currents” are those wholly con5ned to the wires of the circuit.
Hence, their algebraic sum ia aero at every iustant.
The remaining components of the cumenta in the several wires, which exist under
conditions other than uerfect balance. are termed “residuaL” The sum of the
residual components is 2he “residual ~&rent” of the ci&ukIt
is equivalent to a
single-phase current in a circuit having the power wires in multiple as one side, and
ground as the other.
Mathematically expressed. the residual current is the vector sum of the currents
in the several power wires, -while the balanced ourrents are thoze components whose
vector sum is ram.

-4RULES
L General
(a) Applicability

Provisions

of Rules

These rules, except as otherwise provided in I (e), shall apply and
be effective as fo~ows :
(1) Rules limited to lines involved in a parallel, or to apparatus
connected to such lines, shall apply only in case of conditions of
inductive interference created hereafter ; except that rules relating
to the operation or maintenance shall apply to all such lines and
apparatus, both existing and new.
(2) Rules not limited to lines involved in a parallel, or to apparatus connected to such lines, shall apply to new construction only,
including, however, existing lines and apparatus when such are
generally reconstructed or renewed.
(3) The transpositions of Class H power circuits required as
hereinafter set, forth in Rule III(c)
and Rule III(d)
may be
omitted in caseswhere mutual agreement for such omission is made
between all of the parties involved in a parallel. Nothing contained
in this Rule I (a) (3) shall be construed as permitting the construction of a Class H power circuit without transpositions unless
all parties owning or operating overhead lines involved in a parallel shall have consented to such construction. The parties to such an
agreement shall include those who may become involved in such
parallel within the reasonably foreseeable future as well as those
presently involved therein. Upon agreement to omit transpositions
in any 60 kv or higher voltage transmission line, the pole or tower
setting party, prior to construction, shall file with the Commission

-

a description of the route and configuration
of the lines involved
together with copies of letters showing mutual consent for such

omission by all above-describedparties.
(b) Co-operation

Any party contemplating new construction which may create a
parallel shall confer with the other party or parties concerned and
they shall co-operate with a view of avoiding the parallel, or, if this be
impracticable, of minimizing the resulting intereference. Failure to
comply with this requirement will receive consideration by this Commission in any subsequent issue involving
(c)

Principle

of Least

such construct,ion.

Cost

When there are two or more different practicable methods of avoiding or mitigating interference, the method which involves the least total
cost shall in general be adopted irrespective of whether the necessary
changes are made iu the plant of the party creating the parallel or in
the plant of the other party; provided, however, that preference shall
be given to methods of avoiding a parallel over methods of mitigating
interference; and provided, further, that as between diBerent methods
of mitigation

having different

degrees of effectiveness, the most effective

_
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method, the cost of which can be justified, shall be adopted. In estimating such costs, all factors of expense to both parties shall be taken into
account.
(d) Existing

Parallels

Parties operating power or communication lines shall exercise due
diligence in applying measures, in general accordance with the principles of these rules, for mitigating inductive interference due to existing parallels. Any such parallels which now or hereafter cause excessive
interference shall be attended to promptly.
When lines involved in existing parallels are added to, Txtended or
generally reconstructed, or when additional apparatus is connected to
such lines, or when apparatus now connected to such lines is renewed
or rearranged, the new or changed plant shall thereafter conform to
the provisions of these rules.
(e) Saving Claus8

-

Any party desiring to make a departure from these rules regarding
the operation or reconstruction of lines now existing or believing that
these rules work an injustice or an undue hardship, may file a written
petition with the Railroad Commission, whereupon the Commission will
take such action as may seemto it proper.
The Commission reserves the right to modify any of the provisions
of these rules in any specific case or otherwise, when, in the Commission’s opinion, public interest would be the better served by so doing.
(f) Information

for Commission

Parties operating or constructing power or communication lines,
subject to the jurisdiction of this Commission, involved in or which
may becomeinvolved in a parallel, shall fde with the Railroad Commission, as the Commission may require, information appertaining to
measures for the prevention or mitigation of inductive interfereupp
agreed upon between said parties.
II. Location of Lines
(a) Avoidance of Parallels

Every reasonable effort shall be made to avoid creating parallels.
If the parties concerned can agree upon a plan for providing an
adequate separation of the two classes of lines so as to avoid interference, such plan shall be put into effect. In no case shall a parallel be
created unless the cost of avoidance by separation is greater than the
cost of the remedial measuresrequired by these rules.

-6(b)

Notice

of Intention

The party proposing to build a new Class H power or a communication line which may create a parallel, or generally to reconstruct or
change the operating conditions of an existing line involved in a parallel shall give due written notice (at least sixty days where practicable
but in any event not less than twenty days in advance of construction
except for minor extensions, for which written notice shall be given
immediately after the work is authorized of such intention to the other
party, including full information as to the proposed location within the
parallel and such features of the proposed line as would affect induction.
In the event of disagreement between the parties concerned, full information relative to the parallel shall be furnished to the Commission.
(0) Distance

Between

Lines

Class H power lines and communication lines shall be kept as far
apart as practicable. Their separation should be at least equal to the
height above ground of the power wires, except when closer proximity
is unavoidable.
If, in any case of inductive interference, it should be found impracticable to obtain a proper degree of relief by means of the remedial
measures set forth in these rules or by other measures of a remedial
nature, the parties concerned shall agree upon and put into effect a
plan for increasing the separation of the lines within the parallel.
To promote the effective application of transpositions, both parties
shall endeavor to maintain a uniform separation of. the two lines
throughout each normal parallel. However, in general, when it is feasible
to secure more than a 20 per cent increase in separation, for a distance
in excessof one mile, this shall be done.
(d)

Length

of Parallels

Parallels shall be made as short as practicable.
(e) Disoontlnuities

In the location, construction and general reconstruction of lines
within normal parallels every reasonable effort shall be made to avoid
discontinuities (except those due to increases in separation as provided
for in (c) above) which would interfere with the application of effective
and economical co-ordinated transposition systems in the power and
communication lines.
In the location and construction of the first line along a public
highway, special effort shall be made to avoid crossing the highway
and also to avoid other features which would result in unnecessary
discontinuities in the event of the construction of another line along
the samehighway.
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